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We are a leading company in the sign and neon flex led market in Spain and Europe.

We have an innovative website that allows you to get free quotations and make online purcha-
ses of signs and neon in seconds, anywhere, 24 hours a day.

We specialise in a business-to-business (B2B) service, which allows us to have a personal and 
detailed business relationship with each of our customers.

We have just launched a revolutionary new product - our Multisigns Bar. This product is the 
future of lettering, as you can create your own terms on this bar and edit them at any time.

In addition, you can equip the bar with a series of icons and even spotlights to display your 
products.
The Multisigns Bar is suitable for almost any type of business.

After obtaining the patent for our new product, we were already present at the Light + Building 
2022 trade fair in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and at MATELEC 2022 in Madrid at IFEMA.
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With this innovative product, you can customise fonts, numbers, icons and even create your 
own company logos.

This innovative product offers completely new opportunities to differentiate yourself from the 
competition.  

Its adaptability makes it perfect for communicating, drawing attention to special offers or as a 
sign to help customers find their way around your shop.

The Multisigns Bar can be used for any type of business. It can be used absolutely flexibly. If you 
have a bar or café and want to quickly inform your customers about drink and food offers, or if 
you want to inform your customers about fast-moving special offers in your shop.

There are endless possibilities with words, icons and lights to draw attention to your product or 
service and differentiate you from your competitors.

It is an interior product that stands out for its illumination, as you can combine illuminated let-
ters, icons... with lamps too. It is perfect to brighten up your environment.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION2
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CEILING. The bar can be installed 
on the ceiling with height-adjustable 
cables and struts easily.

WALL. It can be easily screwed to the 
wall horizontally or vertically.

3TECHNICAL DATA

INSTALLATION

TABLE OR OTHER SURFACES. It can 
be screwed using threaded rods.



The letter, number or icon is connected to the magnet on the object.
There is a magnetic block for all objects.
The block is inserted into the bar.
It can be pushed left and right on the bar and rotated
and rotate 360°.
With a 90° rotation, the object lights up. 
Once the safety lock is inserted, the object is secured.

CONNECTIONS

TECHNICAL DATA4

Letras y símbolos

Lámpara

NúmerosLetras

Lámpara

CLICK

LÁMPARA

LETRA CON LUZ

LÁMPARA CON LUZ

CONEXIÓN

CONEXIÓN CON TRANSFORMADOR

ANCLAJE
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Lamp

Lamp

Lamp

Numbers

Letter with light

Lamp with light

 ANCHOR

Letter

Connection

Letters and symbols



TECHNICAL DATA

LETTERS. The letters are made of 
polycarbonate and white or coloured 
aluminium. Their interior consists of 
LED modules. They can be white or 
coloured.

MATERIAL
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BAR. The bar is made of aluminium 
and the attachments are brass.
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COLOURS. The bars can be white or black.

ANGLES. The bars can be connected with angles of 60º, 90º, 108º or 120º as required 
(sold separately).

SIZES. We have different widths to suit your needs.
Width 600 mm. // 1000 mm. // 1500 mm.

BARS. Sizes, angles and colours.

TECHNICAL DATA6
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LETTERS. Typology

TECHNICAL DATA 7
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10cm

15cm

20cm

10cm

- CASING  COLOUR:       
  White.

- LIGHT COLOUR:     
   White or differents colours.

- Electric power: 12V.

PERSONALISED

- CASING  COLOUR:  White or  
  differents colors.

- LIGHT COLOUR: White or
  differents colors.

- Electric power: 24V.

- Customise any typography, 
icon, logo or any shape.

- CASING  COLOUR:     
  Red

- Electric power:24V.

- More intensity.

LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT



TECHNICAL DATA

LETTERS. Typology.

STANDARD: CAPITAL LETTERS, PUNCTUATION MARKS AND NUMBERS.

PERSONALISED: THE PERSONALISED LETTERS ARE VERY VARIED. 

The dimensions of the standard letters are 10, 15 or 20 cm high. 
The colour of the letters is white.
The font is Arial Bold.

They can be uppercase or lowercase, coloured with light or letter wrapping. Icons and 
symbols can also be customised with or without UV printing. The possibilities are endless.
Sizes can vary between 10, 15 or 20 cm in height.
Any typeface can be chosen (with some exceptions).
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LETTERS. Typology.

TECHNICAL DATA

COLOUR OF THE LETTER. The letter or icon has its own colour on the casing.
The transformer operates at 24 V, so the intensity is high. 

LIGHT COLOUR. The letter is white, but the light inside has different colours. 
You can combine them in any way.
The transformer operates at 12 V, which means very low consumption.

The following colours are available:
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LETTERS. Typology.

TECHNICAL DATA

ICONS. On our website we have a wide variety of icons sorted by category that you can 
use. Available sizes range from 10, 15 or 20 cm.
These icons are printed with UV inks on the front side only, so the back side would be 
white.
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TECHNICAL DATA

LETTERS. Typology.

We can also customise any typography, icon, logo or any shape you need (with some 
exceptions). With sizes between 10, 15 or 20 cm, we can customise it without any pro-
blems.
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TECHNICAL DATA

LIGHTING. Spotlights.
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CSA 6W CSB 6W

CSA 12W CSB 12W

CSA 18W CSB 18W

FS6 6W FS12 12W

110mm

215mm

300mm

120mm

110mm

215mm

300mm

220mm

25mm

25mm

25mm

20mm

20mm

20mm

23mm

20mm

20mm

20mm

23mm

Protrudes from the bar.

Protrudes from the bar.

Protrudes from the bar.

Protrudes from the bar.

Remains inside the bar.

Remains inside the bar.

Remains inside the bar.

100mm 100mm

Protrudes from the bar.
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LIGHTING. Spotlights.

TECHNICAL DATA

LI 10A 10W

LI 15A 15W

LI 10B 10W

LI 15B 15W

300mm

450mm

300mm

450mm

Protrudes from the bar.

Protrudes from the bar.

Remains inside the bar.

Remains inside the bar.
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LI 20A 20W LI 20B 20W

600mm 600mm

Protrudes from the bar. Remains inside the bar.

H5 10W

115mm
Protrudes from the bar.

120mm
50mm
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ACCESSORIES

BASIC PACKAGE
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ORDER

CUSTOMISATION 15

How do I place my order?
We show you step by step how to place your order. It is very simple and fast.

Enter our website: multisignsbar.com

In the top bar click on Multisigns Bar

Go down a bit and click on Customise.

Go to the Sign Plaza page, we need to login and if we are not registered we need 
to register. LOGIN

1

2

3

4
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ORDER

CUSTOMISATION16
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CLICK TO SEE PRICE

ICONS AND LETTERS CAN BE PLACED AT THE TOP OR BOTTOM
OF THE BAR AND MOVED TO THE SIDE.

OUR ICONS

TYPE YOUR TEXT

BAR COLOUR

UPLOAD THE FILE TO
BE CUSTOMISED



CUSTOMISATION 17

ORDER

6

7 Once the product is in your shopping cart, you can add the address and payment 
for your order and we will process it within the timeframe you indicate.
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PRIX

BAR WIDTH

DELIVERY TIMES

ACCESSORIES FOR INSTALLATION



WARRANTY AND PATENTS

WARRANTY18

2 YEAR WARRANTY

PATENTED PRODUCT

CE, RoHS and FCC CERTIFICATES
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USE PLACES

EXAMPLES 19

If you have a catering business, 
an original way to highlight your 
menu is with our Multisigns Bar 
sign.
All your customers will be able to 
see it.

It is very important for customers 
to feel oriented when they visit 
an establishment.
The Multisigns Bar is a perfect 
signage element.
Always customise the colours, 
shapes, letters, icons... that best 
suit your needs.

ROOF

ROOF
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USE PLACES

EXAMPLES20

Multisigns Bar is a very versa-
tile product that can be used in 
countless places.

For example, if we want to deco-
rate our walls for a special festivi-
ty, such as Christmas.

It can be used both at home and 
in commercial premises.

On the other hand, it can be 
used to highlight leisure areas or 
to give directions, as in this case 
the wifi zone.

On our website we have a wide 
variety of icons that you can 
download and use in your pro-
jects.

MUR

MUR
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USE PLACES

EXAMPLES 21

The Multisigns Bar can also be 
used to indicate products in your 
boutique or shop, so that custo-
mers can find them from afar.

Furthermore, with the help of the 
lamp, the products will stand out 
and be illuminated.

It can be placed at the entrance 
of a business, e.g. on a counter, 
and used with contact details and 
social media to promote the bu-
siness. 

You can find and download the-
se icons and many others on our 
website.

MUR

MUR
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USE PLACES

EXAMPLES22

It can be used as a sign, whether 
in a small shop or a large shop-
ping centre.

Another way to promote our bu-
siness is to place our products 
in your shop window, so that 
everyone who passes by can see 
everything you have to commu-
nicate.

MUR

MUR
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USE PLACES

EXEMPLE 23

Multisigns Bar is also ideal for 
your photography studio.

You can complement it with your 
furniture.

One of the ways we like it best 
is to use it as a ceiling lamp and 
at the same time decorate it with 
letters and icons on the top and 
bottom.

Ideal for the office.

ROOF

ROOF
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USE PLACES

EXAMPLES24

If you have a venue for parties 
and celebrations, you can welco-
me the bride and groom with our 
Multisigns Table Bar.

You can indicate your product 
with our Multisigns Bar.

TABLE

TABLE
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NOTES

NOTES
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Calle Rubens 16, Pol. Rabasa, 03009 Alicante - Spain.
Telephone: (+34)  965 500 186 / 965 111 441

WhatsApp: (+34) 665 785 679 / 600 638 030 / 600 637 736

multisignsbar.com
signsplaza.com


